
The airline industry faces major challenges with high fuel costs, intense 

competition, and the need to return to profitability through a strong 

focus on costs and revenue growth. Today's informed customer 

expects more from an airline loyalty program—targeted promotions, 

more options to redeem, ease of accrual, recognition of loyalty, and 

differentiated customer service. Airlines that rely on aging loyalty 

management systems are unable to introduce loyalty innovations 

quickly, change the core structure of their loyalty program, and 
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streamline loyalty program management. Until now.  
 
Oracle’s Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1, part of the Siebel Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) suite, addresses all of these issues effectively.  Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 brings 
critical functionality airlines need to streamline partner management, member management, ease 
of accrual and redemption management, and offer the real-time loyalty promotions that will allow 
airlines to recognize and engender loyalty management across the travel lifecycle.  Siebel Loyalty 
Management 8.1.1 helps airlines drive superior membership experiences, streamline partner 
management, and enhance operational effectiveness and reduce costs 

Drive Superior Membership Experience  

Every airline desires the right blend in a loyalty program- superior membership experience; innovative 
loyalty program features and personalized differentiated service across all customer touch-points. 

Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 enables airlines to easily manage membership tiers with a variety of 
options to assign and modify tier status through configurable rule-based point calculation capabilities.  
A highly-scalable loyalty engine with easy web-service based integration with global distribution 
systems and passenger service systems allows airlines to offer real-time targeted loyalty promotions 
from check-in to baggage pickup.  Airlines can address the key issue of award redemptions by offering 
dynamic redemption pricing with varying mileage requirements based on market prices and booking 
time windows.  Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 will also offer bidding on award seats and packages 
built with partners.  Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 also supports pricing options based on member 
tiers and the ability to redeem using a combination of points and cash. 

The tight integration of Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 with the Siebel Enterprise Marketing Suite 
enables airlines to run promotions targeting specific groups of members.  Airlines can integrate external 
marketing lists to drive customized, targeted outbound communications to members.  The integration 
with marketing data enables airlines to easily measure the end-to-end performance of each campaign.  
Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 also offers a set of pre-configured member services and standard 



 
 

fulfillment procedures tightly integrated with Siebel Contact Center for consistent service delivery.  It 
allows an individual’s membership to be linked to their employer’s membership, thus rewarding the 
corporate member and the employee jointly for the eligible activities undertaken by the employee. 

Streamline Partner Management 

As loyalty programs grow—adding more partners in a variety of industries—airlines face a real 
challenge in integrating with partners, ensuring data integrity, and streamlining the entire partner 
management process.   

Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 simplifies integration with partners with a variety of templates based 
on partner industry type.  This results in quicker set-up of new partners; faster time-to-market of new 
partner products and joint promotions; and easier administration of the partnership program.  The 
Unified Partner Point type offering reduces the complexity of selling multiple point types to each 
partner and tracking their balances.  It further provides many enhancements to loyalty promotion 
management, enabling airlines to define a broader variety of innovative promotions and more tightly 
integrate loyalty promotions with outbound marketing efforts.  It also provides new partner billing 
controls to implement billing-specific policies based on the partnership agreements.   

The accrual templates enable user-defined parameters for cost sharing amongst partners in case of joint 
promotions.  It also offers the ease of issuing deferred accruals and supports partner statements on a 
periodic or ad-hoc basis, allowing for systematic communication of transactions.  

Enhance Operational Effectiveness And Reduce Costs  

Streamlining and optimizing business processes related to member enrollment, accruals, redemptions, 
and promotion management is key for a responsive loyalty program.  Based on a state-of-the-art rules 
framework, Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 enables airlines to quickly compose and deploy loyalty 
program offerings by customer segment (e.g., corporate, individual, cargo, etc.) that align with airline 
objectives.  For airlines considering a complete spin-off of their loyalty program, Siebel Loyalty 
Management 8.1.1 provides seamless functionality and scalability. Out-of-the-box integration features 
with financial management systems support complete fiscal management of the loyalty program 
operation in congruence with the evolving accounting practices.  Tight integration with enterprise 
applications such as marketing, service and sales, enables the much needed ‘single customer view.’  
Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1 also enables measurement of program effectiveness against airline 
business goals through a comprehensive set of key performance indicators that will allow airlines to 
make informed decisions and drive the success of their loyalty strategies.  Siebel Loyalty Management 
8.1.1 integrates seamlessly with reservations, inventory and Departure Control Systems.  This is integral 
to the operational delivery of an airline’s CRM vision, of making mission-critical, actionable customer 
information available at all customer touch points throughout the travel lifecycle.  

Out-of the box integration with third-party systems, configurable rules management, and a toolkit of 
automated services will enable airlines to automated routine tasks opening up loyalty management 
professionals to more complex tasks and enhanced program management. 

Oracle’s End-to-End Solution 
Airlines all over the world rely on Oracle to get better results.  With Siebel Loyalty Management 8.1.1, 
airlines will be able to streamline their loyalty management, increase speed-to-market, and introduce the 
loyalty innovations they need to grow and retain their best customers.   

Contact Us 

To learn more, call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative or visit 
oracle.com/industries/ travel_transportation/airlines.html Outside North America, visit 
oracle.com/corporate/contact to find the phone number for your local Oracle office. 
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